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   lzm Patent (liaison) Office 
10 Ava Road, Ava Tower #19-07 Singapore 329949 

Blk C-4, 13/F., Wing Hing Ind. Bldg., Hing Yip St.,Kwun Tong, Kln, H.K. 
Tel: 852-36187808  Tel: 65-6353-3647  Fax: 852-8169-2860 

Websites: www.ycec.com  & www.ycec.net  Email: ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk 
 

Respectable 
Consulate of Germany in HK  
Consul General  
 
Dear Sir/Madam:                                                
 

 

I am Lin Zhen-man, HKID 188015(3) / SGID 2665604D.  

Please transmit behind the letter to your President Mr. Joachim Gauck in G20 summit 
meeting at Australia now, urgent!  

If this fax data is blurring, you can download at the below the IP address: 

www.ycec.com/UN/141115/Germany.pdf    

  Or the index page is below: 

       www.ycec.com/UN/120617/witness-history.htm  
 

 
 

Thank you!  
 
 
 
Respectfully yours       

Zhen-man Lin 

 
Hong Kong D188015(3)  
   
November 15, 2014.  
Tel:  2105 8788  
Fax:  2865 2033 pm 7:30 
 
 

Fax-Record 
 
HKBN EsendFax Service  
                  SUCCESSFUL Transmission Confirmation  
 
                             ( Ref. No.: 141115.df01_1453136 ) 
===========================================================================  
To                 : ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk  
Subject            :   
HK Send-In Date    : Sat Nov 15 21:05:48 2014  
HK Report  Date    : Sat Nov 15 21:12:02 2014  
Status      Phone No      Send-In      Send-Out      Page     Fax Duration 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------  
OK         85228652033   21:05:48    21:05:57(Sat)  11 page(s)      365 sec    
 
 
 
 

Administrator
Text Box
    Because www.ycec.com suddenly in HK to vicious force closed on 2021.3.03 after and to intervene by Joe Biden, so below the .pdf or .htm can’t to link, please change to yecc.sg, ycec.net or ycec.pk!
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         lzm Patent (liaison) Office 
10 Ava Road, Ava Tower #19-07 Singapore 329949 

Blk C-4, 13/F., Wing Hing Ind. Bldg., Hing Yip St.,Kwun Tong, Kln, H.K. 
Tel: 852-36187808  Tel: 65-6353-3647  Fax: 852-8169-2860 

Websites: www.ycec.com  & www.ycec.net  Email: ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk 
 

Respectable  
Germany President  
Mr. Joachim Gauck 
 

Dear Sir;                      
     I, Lin Zhen Ma am the inventor of PCT/SG2003/00145. The Singapore IC Card No. 
S2665604D, or Hong Kong IC Card No. is D188015(3). 
     On the June 17, 2012, I announced an open letter of 《Historical civilization backslide was 
startling, why WHO’s Dr Margaret Chan could be to succeed on self ？》, the open letter also fax 
to Your Excellency by consulate of your country in Hong Kong and display at 
www.ycec.com/UN/120617/witness-history.htm to witness this notorious history. 

Under the international news, the Ebola’s death toll already exceed 5000 person and to go a 
step further bring the word’s panic especially at America !   Now, please detailed read the 
ultimatum letter of attachments document or download at: www.ycec.com/UN/141027.pdf, Your 
Excellency will clear that to kill the 5000 person not the Ebola, the true murderer namely the 
WHO’s Director-General Dr Margaret Chan! 

     Now, G-20 Summit meeting at Australia to convene that can not as if nothing had happened 
again to laissez-faire the WHO again to kill without spilling blood!   Especially，it will be to 
explain is :  

WHO conceal above the “wash lung” treatment of PCT/SG2003/00145 that 
wrongdoings it far more than the Ebola or American West Nile Virus patient, by WHO self 
to admit the worldwide death toll of phthisis is 150 ten thousand, the wrongdoings still must 
to include all death toll of the old men of peracute pneumonia that almost to be equal to 
80-90% death rate of your country!  

Therefore, in your country’s any hospital must have “wash lung” room and open use to 
lifesaving for your national that only can to avoid if the bereaved clear truth after, because 
they will probably to claims with prosecution for Your Excellency!   

In the next place, build the “wash lung” room?  You could easy to visit my 
www.ycec.net website with admit patent from PCT/SG2003/00145 in your country！ 

Lastly, I wish to congratulate this G20 Summit meeting at Australia should be success come 
to perfection.  

 
Thank you! 

 
Yours faithfully, 

 
Lin Zhen Man 
Novbember 15, 2014. 
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lzm Patent (liaison) Office 
10 Ava Road, Ava Tower #19-07 Singapore 329949 

Blk C-4, 13/F., Wing Hing Ind. Bldg., Hing Yip St.,Kwun Tong, Kln, H.K. 
Tel: 852-36187808  Tel: 65-6353-3647  Fax: 852-8169-2860 

Websites: www.ycec.com  & www.ycec.net  Email: ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk 
 

 

 
To: 
World Health Organization                                 
Director-General                                         
Dr Margaret Chan 
 

World Health Organization 
Avenue Appia 20 
1211 Geneva 27 
Switzerland       www.who.int 
Tel：+ 41 22 791 21 11 
Fax：+ 41 22 791 31 11 

        I, Lin Zhen Ma am well-known inventor PCT/SG2003/00145 in PCT by you. The 
Singapore IC Card No. S2665604D, or Hong Kong IC Card No. is D188015(3). 

Under WHO’s notification data received on Aug. 06, 2014, Ebola outbreak only claimed 932 
lives, but this is already great high at the SARS’s death toll at Hong Kong with China on 2003 years, 
so I urgently need to publish an open letter and the subject《Ebola same American West Nile Virus, 
all the bereaved can to claims WHO & Obama!》on Aug. 07, 2014 and to be on show in my website 
at: www.ycec.com/UN/140807.pdf or Chinese www.ycec.com/UN/140807-hk.pdf, now to follow 
this letter is the Attachment 1. for you. 

Under above the fact of open letter, I again to exposing in you illicit to handle all the WHO 
system again to conceal above the invention of PCT/SG2003/00145 that was a most important 
discover of medicine with invention of “wash lung” treatment in this century to ignore the Ebola 
patients already a field littered with corpses at West African State!   But you only can to promptly 
convene WHO’s news to proclaim Aug. 08, 2014 is an international assistance day for Ebola！  

Purposed to give the green light for CP China immediately dispatch treatment group to West 
African States to sneaking use my “wash lung” treatment for Ebola patients and send out by two 
special planes on Aug. 10, 2014!  You were very naive to wrong think thus may be to less your 
crime…, so I had added subject matter by Email display at www.ycec.com/UN/141006.pdf or 
Attachment 2. send to every Country Gov., with medium include WHO’s subordinate etc., but you 
still not to know stopped butcher Ebola patient lead to today’s death toll it was add to near the 
5,000 person! 

Now, notwithstanding you could to ignore above two Attachment document that my condemn 
and to look at the life not a matter.  You are a Director-General of WHO, if you to know 
perfectly well that only one can to save life of SARS or Ebola patient the “wash lung” 
PCT/SG2003/00145 that already to bulletin by PCT on 2003year, if you have not skills to deny the 
medicine ethics in my invention, you must first to shoulder direct duty for 5,000 Ebola patient life 
and after the stretch that all guiltless life become a super murderer and human public enemy in 
the full light of public notice!  My medical invention of PCT/SG2003/00145 that main points 
of medicine ethics are below:   

1.  The “Virus” it can to infect flu is a wrong to discuss and judge by before medicine 
circles, because the viral genome can not to replication by self absolutely, so the 
“Virus” was not a life and very easy to test by any hospital, therefore, the “flu shot” was 
harmful with useless it must to throw away!  

2. Because in place of “Virus infect” is from air that “bacterial infection” it was a most 
important discover of medicine in this century, therefore, the most effective treat method 
is use the “wash lung” treatment of PCT/SG2003/00145 invention to clean away 
“bacterial infection” in the lung, besides it will not any effective drug could be to 
replacement. 
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As you are a Director-General in WHO, if you do not to overrule above two medicine 
ethics, then you must: 

a. to preside at recommend to lie by President Obama that ZMapp to West African States; 

b. to preside at accept the bacterin of VSV-EBO lie by Ministry of Public Health of Canada 
and WHO your prediction the “Ebola bacterin” will use in 2015year to deceive the 
worldwide public to continue to kill without spilling blood. 

If you not to overrule above two medicine ethics, at your mainpage in WHO website that, I 
discover that you self-praise you“successfully defeated the spate of severe acute respiratory 
syndrome (SARS) in Hong Kong in 2003”thus unblushing, because you only can to encroach on 
SARS patient’s know power and stealthily use “wash lung” treatment of PCT/SG2003/00145 only 
can to successfully defeated SARS in Hong Kong in 2003 that a face witness was establish, 
therefore, I restrict you must to delete in three days! 

If you do not to overrule above two medicine ethics and the “wash lung” treatment of 
PCT/SG2003/00145 that application value it can to extensively lifesaving for include SARS, Ebola 
or any type flu, phthisis with pneumonia of aged people ect. If have any to be about to die of an 
illness that patient have not the “wash lung” treatment to save somebody's life, all the bereaved 
have power to claims for you! Because international law has clear to regulations, so you have 
no right to deprive of their fundamental right to seek to live on; 

If you do not to overrule above two medicine ethics and again refuse after you receive my 
this letter before 14days to recommend “wash lung” treatment of PCT/SG2003/00145 that 
application for any country Ministry of Public Health and response for me in writing, you commit 
to the crime is the「Crimes Against Humanity」of《Rome Statute of International Criminal Court》
it will be to set up, I will to authorize interrelated lawyer to bring a case in International Criminal 
Court, you must to shoulder all counsel fee and you will to declare sb. Guilty become throughout 
history a most dishonorable a public enemy in mankind society and involve your coming 
generations!   

On the side, please to be sure to keep in mind, you already have not any fallback position can 
to get away your duty in this evil history of mankind world to conceal medicine invention to 
commit innumerable murders, if you still have the intuitive ability to know right or wrong and plan 
to leave some leeway for your descendants that live space, I hope you must have the courage and to 
aid of now the WHO stage face all international medium bulletin the apply value of above medicine 
invention unexpectedly and resignation at once! 

This letter will be facsimile to today’s Director of Health of Hong Kong，department of WHO or the 
United Nations turn fax to you and by a registered letter send out by HK post office! 

 
     Oct., 27, 2014                                PCT/SG2003/00145 

Inventor 

C.C. Director of Health of HK                               Lin Zhen man  
Please read and turn fax to Director-General of WHO 

    Tel: 2961-8888  Fax: 2836 0072 

C.C. UN Secretary-General Mr. Ban Ki-moon    
Tel. 1 212-963-7162  Fax: 1 212-963-7055 
Please read after must to deal with the illegality by WHO  
And turn this fax to Director-General of WHO 

This letter display at:    www.ycec.com/UN/141027.pdf 
                  Chinese IP address is:   www.ycec.com/UN/141027-hk.pdf 

The IP address of main page is：http://www.ycec.com/UN/war-felon.htm  
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Ebola same American West Nile Virus, all the bereaved  
can to claims WHO & Obama!  

lzm/07.8.2014 in Hong Kong     

一． To conceal medicine invent that  
ill effects reappear 

In the news, the Ebola outbreak that caused deaths at West African State is getting out of 
control. The present situation is very dire! 

The Ebola epidemic is similar to the American West Nile Virus and SARS. Therefore I must 
request diplomatic personnel of every country to urge their leaders using lifesaving as the basis and 
carefully read my open letter《The bereaved of American West Nile Virus can to action for 
claims too!》on Oct. 12, 2012 that was faxed to every countries’ consulate in Hong Kong again. It 
can be viewed at my website:    www.ycec.com/UN/120617/witness-history.htm  

二． Mankind highest public enemy even death  
cannot atone for the offense 

Why WHO cannot provide any treatment for Ebola when facing the critical situation of Ebola 
epidemic thus leading to the massive death toll?   

In my open letter《The bereaved of American West Nile Virus can to action for claims 
too!》, I was clearly and undoubtedly illustrate in this world the aetiology of flu death only 
“germs-infect” and not “virus-infect” that mast to admit by WHO, so I had further pointed out in 
the open letter below: 

“However this is very foolish as WHO and US CDC will not be able examine the 
blood samples of West Nile Virus or any flu patients out of the body to prove the 
Virus Theory that the flu virus is a self cloning virus so as to raising the virus 
concentration and to support the rationality of “flu shot”!  

From the Ebola data announced by WHO, it is same as American West Nile Virus or any 
type flu-Virus and it is not in body “able to self-replicate” thus leading to death, the genuine cause 
of death is in the foregoing my open letter, below :   

“Then invalid aged or children that detoxify function of liver did not to complete to 
filter the virus, after the imbalance of cranial nerve a consequence in first that is his/her 
lung capacity with kinetic energy of lung will be to descend immediately, a consequence 
is the lobe of the lung to drive out in air those germs of drift that vitality will be descend 
too!  The appearance of things as an ordinary person can fortuitous to “catch a chill” so 
“head cold” and to assist the germs reproducing in lung to create environment, if the 
germs do not to kill in the first, the Virus of reproducing germs will be unceasing to 
deepen those West Nile Virus patient unwell until death, so it can to a name is “double 
infect”.” 

That is to say, regardless of announcement made by WHO and US CDC or the subject of
《TRANSCRIPTION AND  REPLICATION OF THE VIRAL GENOME》derive from textbook of 
YALE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE 82 (2009), pp.155. Copyright © 2009, but, the 
textbook was to admit by self：“…, although the full mechanism of viral genome replication is 
still yet to be understood.”, so it goes without saying that, the replication of viral genome in 
today’s science still to have scanty knowledge now!   It was very clear, if the viral 
genome can not to replication by self, then, for this basis the flu-bacterin or it can to cure Ebola 
virus by “Zmapp”that falsehood from Obama it will to be extremely embarrassed! * 

Attachment 1. 
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In such a manner, how to confirm the「Viral Genome failed to Transcription and Replication」? 
In fact it was very simple, except above the virus pass through「out of the body to prove」, below a 
small experiment will break the theory of《TRANSCRIPTION AND REPLICATION OF THE 
VIRAL GENOME》,  and the flu-bacteria theory will be throw away in a historical garbage bin 
perpetually： 

   Any a small hospital could be to draw small blood samples of Ebola, 
American West Nile Virus or any type flu-Virus from a patient and change 
the host of Virus to inject a some blood type in to a body of a healthy person to 
test the Virus concentration leading to rise in the body temperature?  

Above small experiment is my invent basis of PCT/SG2003/00145, that is to say, in our this 
world only the propagate of “germs-infect” that have not the “virus-infect”!   Moreover, in 
the invent that “wash lung” treatment is the only one can to break off “germs-infect” include 
today’s Ebola with any type flu-Virus only one in effect medical means, but, for avoid 
damage of the lung or other organ that have not alike degree damage, so all the infect patient must 
before the body temperature not exceed 39℃ into our “wash lung” room!  

But, why WHO do not to show any effective medical means or a drug only quibble have not  
Ebola bacterin?  And why US CDC only can to airlift infect Ebola-Virus that three medical 
personnel go back America?  Because:   

1. WHO high-profile leaders know and clear that my invent of PCT/SG2003/00145, but 
still will to under orders to conceal;  

2. US CDC same the China Government in designate hospital to tort use my invent of 
“wash lung” treatment secretly. 

3. I had a open letter of《Historical civilization backslide was startling, why WHO’s Dr 
Margaret Chan could be to succeed onself？》that was publish on June 17, 2012, the  
website at www.ycec.com/UN/120617.pdf.  Why today’s WHO it may be fall low a 
gangster inn of against mankind civilization?  The cause and effect was to be known to 
all; 

Above facts show that conceal my medicine invention that a evil powers in the dark already 
pass through the great bribe to control international society and UN organization particularly the 
WHO!   Therefore, I cannot help but hereby again to state clearly to any country leader, if the 
“wash lung” invention treatment is to carry out in any hospital it will reduce deaths rates, especially 
old people as a result your average national life expectancy will increase 10years.      

A exceed solemn humanity values and history duty of man civilization at this point to state 
clearly in front of any country leader again! There is justice in this world，merciful Buddha！ 

Now, because of concealing above the medicine invention for exceeding 11 years, all the 
guiltless death life already countless, so any consulate in Hong Kong have a intuitive ability to 
know right or wrong and duty download at www.ycec.com/UN/130915.pdf to pass on your country 
leaders with Ministry of Public Health again detailed read!  The Email subject matter was to 
extensively deliver to American all circles, but President Obama still not to know repent and be 
saved and still to abuse one's authority to hold back the USA Patent Office and Public Health 
department cannot admit with extensively use my “wash lung” treatment and further to lead not 
clear west nation to assist conceal this medicine invention to personal benefits as China’s report!    

With reference to the above, lifesaving could be countless medicine invention.  This is a war 
of civilization with evil and it could be lead to the third world war!  This deserves to be mentioned, 
as Thailand is charity Buddhism country, the lifesaving for the first principles, but for prevent from 
Thailand it grants me the invention patent, but the China’s vicious power that not Xi Jin-Ping of 
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incumbent chairman to employ the loophole of electoral law and limitless to support the ex-Prime 
Minister Thaksin at Hong Kong to direct Thailand Red Army to turmoil near 10years, now the 
military coup d'etat was to be forced to, so EU nation that punish on June 23, 2014 that must be to 
remove and not get to employ!  Hence, EU nation same must to use the “wash lung” invention 
treatment!  

Why did Mr. Jiang Ze-Man, China ex-Chairman used vicious power to conceal the “wash 
lung” treatment and plot to attack inventor repeatedly?   Due to lack of time, there is no 
English version of the document, thus every countries’ consulate in Hong Kong please read 
and translate for your leaders and Public Health department, the website at 
www.ycec.com/UN/130515-hk.pdf and the murder issue is at www.ycec.com/Jzm/murder.htm. 

About the terror-raid, I had taken the videotape to report a case, but HK Police reject to 
investigate and very clear to told me because my company had to indictment for Mr. Jiang 
Ze-Man in china ago! Link the www.ycec.com/Jzm-hk.htm ;  So I have no choice to 
letter requisition Xi Jin-Ping must order to protect my safe and I in here to request any country 
consulate must to follow with interest the human rights of Hong Kong!   

In just the TV news, Obama was to profess that not arrangement new experiment drug 
supply for the Ebola patient of West African States, because just transport by air to go back 
USA the three medical personnel only can in secret to use my invention of “wash lung” 
treatment to have no choice!    Obama was tort, abuse of right and to kill at random life 
become a public enemy of mankind in here to confirm again!   

Therefore, all the medium, leaders of any country and in particular the West African States 
cannot again to trust in Obama’s falsehood to kill your countrymen!  

三． Prosecution WHO’s Dr Margaret Chan and Obama 
already inevitable！ 

The above-mentioned fact to shown, President Obama and WHO’s Dr Margaret Chan that to 
abuse their authorities to touch is a crime against mankind civilization, because their conceal that 
act in concert already to lead worldwide that innocent death toll exceed the second world war！
Therefore, President Obama and WHO’s Dr Margaret Chan must be part of indictment at 
International Court of Justice or American court, the cause of action is below: 

A.   About cause of action of WHO’s Dr Margaret Chan : 
1. Because the“Viral Genome” can not to “Transcription and Replication” it could be to 

confirm easily, so the old theory of“Viral-Propagate” bankruptcy at once and to replace 
somebody that “Germs” is only the true origin of “Viral-Infect”, in the same way, the 
old medicine theory of “Flu-Bacterin” it could be to tenable now!  Therefore, the 
WHO painstakingly in medicine scope to conceal the medicine invention theory of 
PCT/SG2003/00145 was to verify easily, so the evil consequence of against mankind 
crime was very clear, below: 
a. Because the “Germs-Infect” with “Viral-Infect” have not alike precautionary 

measures, but WHO’s Dr Margaret Chan still wrongfully to guide every country 
and to add death;  

b. The textbook that theory of “Viral-Infect” still to deceive all medical student;  
c. WHO have not stint to popularize Flu-Bacterin of harmful and useless to injure 

embryo of expectant mother, children and old person; 
d. For painstakingly concealing medicine invention, WHO still deceive every country 

to research or buy Flu-Bacterin to squander resources;   
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2. Then WHO’s Dr Margaret Chan already to take Director at Department of Health of 
Hong Kong on 2003year that SARS phase, she was a primacy director use the “wash 
lung” treatment of PCT/SG2003/00145 to drive out calamity of SARS, therefore, 
WHO’s Dr Margaret Chan must to be responsible for below evil consequence because 
her painstakingly conceal:  
a. All the head cold or flu of young child, if after the body temperature to surpass 39
℃ still did not use the “wash lung” treatment, the child’s nervous system of brains 
that inevitable to suffer injuries to lead to lowering intelligence or death;  

b. If as the phthisis patient still did not use the “wash lung” treatment, but their 
suffering of body and mind with expensive expenses unworthy;  

c. Aged people because acute pneumonia that deaths rate it had 90% in statistics, if 
their still did not use the “wash lung” treatment, any country or region that an 
average age unable to enhance;  

d. All miner, smoker, worker in poor air pollution industry etc. that include fog-haze 
serious regional any people they must to set appointment to “wash lung”, if not, 
their life-span will be shorten; 

Above the cause of actions to act as the basis theory of law to bring a case to court 
claims for WHO’s Dr Margaret Chan, if you are a lawyer, you have a duty to serve 
justice, I am willing to be prosecute also for her mistake and wrong doing, if you have any 
a question or have not enough, please contact me. 

B.  About cause of action of President Obama: 
1. As a result of medicine inventor of PCT/SG2003/00145 and also the applicant of US 

patent office that application number is 10/469,063.  Then applicant was to send three 
letters pass through consulate of USA by facsimile forward to President Obama part on 
Mar.31, 2009, Apr.30,2009 and Sep.21,2009, and other two letters pass through by 
email on May. 21, 2008 and Nov.14, 2009.  Therefore, President Obama was very 
clear medicine inventor of 10/469,063 that “wash lung” treatment use to lifesaving for 
American was very inalienable and to know perfectly well that “Viral Genome” can 
not to “Transcription and Replication”!   But it was to unexpected, after President 
Obama visit China go away on Nov. 18, 2009, President Obama was too impatient to 
wait to appear at TV for American to show the “flu shot” on Dec. 21, 2009?  

Because, the “flu shot” with “wash lung” treatment both that do not to 
coexist!  The picture of the “flu shot” by Obama that was an irrefutable evidence in 
here, why President Obama could be disregard inventor’s warning of above letters and 
disregard American life to need urgently！    Therefore, President Obama must 
to confess for court he whether to received from China’s great bribe same the Neil 
Bush will to join the Communist Party for conceal medicine inventor of 10/469,063?   

     Whether of not, Obama have abuse his authority to prevent USA patent office from 
granting patent of 10/469,063 and US CDC to renounce the “flu shot” that great 
suspicion, so Obama must to be responsible for below evil consequence because his 
painstakingly conceal:  

a. Because the “Germs-Infect” with “Viral-Infect” have not alike 
precautionary measures, but Obama to commit a crime still wrongfully to 
guide American and to add death;  

b. The textbook that theory of “Viral-Infect” still to deceive all American 
medical student;  
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c. Obama have not stint to popularize Flu-Bacterin of harmful and useless to 
injure embryo of expectant mother, children and old person; 

d. For painstakingly to conceal medicine invention, Obama still deceive US 
CDC or other health deparment to research or buy Flu-Bacterin to 
squander resources;   

                 Above the cause of action to act as the basis theory of law to bring a case to 
court claims to President Obama, if you are a lawyer you have a duty to serve justice, I 
was also willing to authorize prosecution the mistake that he has done, if you have any 
a question or have not enough, please contact me at:     

Fax：852-8169-2860 or Email：ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk 
 

                                            PCT/SG2003/00145   
                                   Inventor              

                                           Lin Zhen-Man/SG/HK  

                                                  Aug. 07, 2014.  
 *. Amend on 31, August 2014 
 

Remark: 
This open letter’s IP address is: www.ycec.com/UN/140807.mht   or pdf 

Chinese IP address is:    www.ycec.com/UN/140807-hk.mht  or pdf 
           Or simplified is:  www.ycec.com/UN/140807-cn.mht   or pdf 

 

The main page is：http://www.ycec.com/UN/war-felon.htm  
The important related letter :  www.ycec.com/UN/130915.pdf    

                                           www.ycec.com/UN/121027.pdf                  
                                           www.ycec.com/UN/120617.pdf   
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Subject：1. Ebola same American West Nile Virus, all the bereaved can to claims WHO & Obama! 

   2. The two fiends, maximum terrorist in the act of part to occupy WHO and White House now! 
   3. Nobel afraid to witness this invention, WHO’s fiend still butcher more West African now! 

This email meat at:→ www.ycec.com/UN/141006.pdf 
Respectable 
Any Country MP, Law, Hospital, Medium 
& Academic circles 
Dear  
Sir or Madam: 

Today’s Ebola to kill life already exceed 3000, but the outbreak is similar to the American West Nile Virus and 
SARS in HK, TW , China or Canada on 2003year, they belong to bacterial infection group and not the virus infection 
group which is wrongly classified by medicine society. If they do not provide “wash lung” treatment of 
PCT/SG2003/00145 invention to clean away in the lung’s germs, the situation can become dire!   

The saddest is the Nobel afraid to witness this invention that as to urge WHO’s fiend Dr Margaret Chan to 
butcher more West African!  Therefore, prosecution Dr Margaret Chan at International Court of Justice too 
impatient and cannot to wait!  

About the “wash lung” treatment that how to put in use and the introduction of PFCO pharmacy 
machine it is thus clear that at another my website: www.ycec.net   

But the more deplorable is that the above mentioned invention was concealed through bribing ex-President Bush 
and President Obama by CP China. The details can be viewed at  www.ycec.com/UN/130915.pdf ; They secretively 
use the invention in hospitals of China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Canada to wipe out the SARS outbreak. So all the 
country of Third World and all medical personnel knew nothing at all！  Therefore, the bestial acts of concealing 
medicine invention that in today’s Ebola outbreak led to over two hundred medical personnel of UN death!  

In the TV news, because the two medical personnel of Ebola transport by air to go back USA 
as Dr. Margaret Chan, chief of WHO or ex-Director of Health at Hong Kong she must have 
secretively used above mentioned “wash lung” treatment to cure SARS patient it have not other 
choice!   Therefore, President Obama immediately lied that they used a new ZMapp drug in fear 
of to make a speculations in West African States further, so President Obama lied again, he said, 
the ZMapp is a new drug still under experimenting and there is limited stock, so they could not 
arrange for medicine supply for the Ebola patient of West African States on Aug. 07, 2014.   

 

Obama’s ability to lie is out of the ordinary!   Therefore, I have an open letter of in draft it 
must urgent to finish with send out on Aug. 07, 2014 and follow at this email to you, please 
earnestly read!  

Besides, because the above open letter’s unmask was everything is clear and send out after eight 
hours, so WHO’s Dr Margaret Chan promptly convene WHO’s news to proclaim Aug. 08, 2014 is 
an international assistance day for Ebola！  

That purpose to give the green light for CP China immediately dispatch treatment group to West African States 
sneaking treatment for Ebola patients and send out by two special planes on Aug. 10, 2014!   Because today’s 
Dr. Margaret Chan, she is a sneaking expert of using “wash lung” treatment for SARS patient in HK on 2003year and 
expose by Dr. Zhong, the ex-Dean of college of Medicine in Hong Kong to witness in Legislative Council of HK!   
Other details could be to see the www.ycec.com/UN/090516-eto-WHO.mht!  

If you are a media reporter, please to inform all the Ebola patients to go to treatment camping ground of China and 
queue up for “wash lung” that can save their lives!  

Because Obama’s lie was exposed by the above mentioned open letter, to avoid awkward questioning from media, 
President Obama immediately announced that he will be on holiday two weeks after Aug. 10, 2014.   At the after that, 
WHO’s Dr Margaret Chan committed a crime the ZMapp drug to no avail and false still to approve use three doctors 
of Ebola patients of Liberia to use, so the information minister of Liberia was to told the one of three Ebola patients to 
death!   Therefore, Obama and WHO’s Dr Margaret Chan cooperated to feign the case was further exposed! 

Above mentioned case of killing without spilling blood was to show world media, but, Obama with 
WHO’s Dr Margaret Chan not only still to butcher life and not to know to turn one's head also to order US CDC 
supply $42,300,000.- US Dollar for Mapp Company to so-called “research expenses” on Sep.02, 2014, it is same as 
bribe using public fund and there are no difference!   The two fiends or maximum terrorist of mankind 
society in the act of thus part to occupy WHO and the White House now!  

Please regard lifesaving as your primary principles and to interrogate the WHO and Obama together with me! 

Attachment 2.



 

 １１

On the side, because, the “flu shot” with “wash lung” treatment both that do not to coexist!   If the “wash 
lung” invention treatment is to public in your any hospital it will reduce deaths rates, especially old people as a result 
your average national life expectancy will increase 10years.  

Now, the Ebola crisis to expand further, WHO’s Dr Margaret Chan with Obama both not only undisguised to 
challenge the public law and also to kill without blinking an eye！Why?  If you are a rightful lawyer with to have 
public morals, please help me to prosecute them at International Court of Justice and I will to authorize!  

Above mentioned open letters at: www.ycec.com/UN/140807.pdf and the email at: www.ycec.com/UN/140906.pdf    

Therefore, the House of Representatives of American before the empower prosecution Obama that must be as 
quickly as possible and must include Obama’s throw one's weight about to hold back US patent office grant patent of 
application No. 10/469,063 to operate in coordination US CDC to conceal in the patent invention that “wash lung” 
treatment open use in US’s hospital to lifesaving for American as www.ycec.com/UN/130915.pdf and below open 
letter!  

Thank you!   
 
PCT/SG2003/00145  
& 10/469,063 
Inventor              
Lin Zhen-Man/SG/HK  
Oct. 06, 2014. 
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